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Introduction

● A conceptually and technically simple alternative to ViT
● Key idea: mixing features

(i) Along channels 

(ii) Across spatial locations 

Separately!

Based purely on MLPs (1 x 1 convolutions)!



Introduction

● Key idea: mixing features

(i) Along channels (within a token)

(ii) Across spatial locations (between 
tokens)

A regular convolutional filter (filter size > 
1), performing both (i) and (ii)



Method

● Input image: H x W x 3

→ Patches: S x (P^2 x 3), where S = HW/P^2, each patch (P, P).

→ Linear projection: S x C

● During Training

→ B x S x C, reshape to B x C x S

→ ‘token-mixing’ MLP, reshape to B x S x C

→ ‘channel-mixing’ MLP



Method



Experiments

● Pretrained on medium- to large-scale datasets
○ ILSVRC2021 ImageNet
○ ImageNet-21k (14M data, 21k classes)
○ JFT-300M (300M data, 18k classes)

● Small and mid-sized downstream classification tasks
○ ILSVRC2012 “ImageNet” (1.3M data, 1k classes)
○ CIFAR-10/100 (50k data, 10/100 classes)
○ Oxford-IIIT Pets (3.7k data, 36 classes)
○ Oxford Flowers-102 (2k data, 102 classes)
○ Visual Task Adaptation Benchmark (VTAB-1k, 19 diverse datasets each with 1k data)

● Evaluation metrics:
○ Accuracy on the downstream task
○ Total computational cost of pre-training
○ Test-time throughput



Results

● Mixer overall strong, but inferior to other models
● Size of the upstream dataset increases, performance improved 



Results

● Total pre-training cost correlates with downstream accuracy
● Accuracy-compute trade-off, Mixer (pink) is competitive with CNNs (yellow)
● The size of the dataset matters more to Mixers; overfits when small; surpasses ViTs 

when large



Results - Ablation studies

● Increase the model size (depth, width, 
etc.) when pre-training

○ Mixers overfits more easily than ViTs, 
especially when the dataset is small

○ Although Mixers are weak when the scales 
are small; they become strong when the 
scales increased.



Results - Ablation studies

● Compare the inductive biases of Mixer and CNNs
○ Mixers invariant to the order of patches and pixels within the patches (blue and green are 

matched)
○ ResNet’s performance drops significantly 
○ When globally permuting the pixels, Mixer drops less (45%) compared to ResNet (75% )



Visualizations

● Some learned features operate on the entire image, others on smaller regions
● Deeper layers have no clearly identifiable structure
● Pairs of feature detectors with opposite phases, Similar to CNNs



Conclusion

● The simple architecture is as good as the state-of-the-arts in terms of the 
trade-off between accuracy and computational resources

● Studying the differences of learned features between CNNs and Transformers
● Understand the role of the inductive biases hidden in these features in 

generalization


